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What was your research question?
We had three main research questions:
1. Has the number of adults with cystic fibrosis (CF) with respiratory infection changed over time?
2. Have there been improvements in the health of adolescents at the time they moved from a children’s CF care centre to our adult CF care centre?
3. How useful is the definition of long-term (chronic) Pseudomonas infection?

Why is this important?
Lung infection, which can be caused by a number of different bacteria (bugs), is one of the main reasons why people with CF need to be hospitalised and treated with antibiotics. One bug, Pseudomonas can cause severe lung infections and is very harmful to the health of people with CF. Once established in the lung, Pseudomonas is very difficult to eradicate (kill) with antibiotics and, if not treated successfully, can cause chronic infection. Therefore, knowing what bacteria people with CF have in their sputum can help us to monitor how healthy they are and if current antibiotic treatment and care are working.

What did you do?
We collected and counted all the hospital records of lung infection for all people with CF who were cared for at a large adult CF centre from 2001 until 2014. We then looked to see if the rates of individual bacteria causing these infections had either increased or decreased over time. Additional data relating to lung function and nutrition was also collected on the adolescents during their first visit to the adult centre. We used this data, in conjunction with their lung infection results, to see if the health of these young people had improved over time.

What did you find?
Over the 14 years there were 469 adults with CF cared for at the adult centre. Our results showed a reduction over time in several different types of bacteria causing infections in patients with CF. In particular, there was a noteworthy decrease in the percentage of patients infected with Pseudomonas, though the percentage of people with chronic infection remained unchanged. Results also showed that lung function and nutrition in the adolescents at time of movement into the adult centre had also greatly improved over time. We also found that for many patients the existing definition of persistent (chronic) Pseudomonas infection was difficult to apply. However, by including lung infection results
collected from the previous year we were able to more confidently say if a patient has persistent infection with *Pseudomonas* or not.

**What does this mean and reasons for caution?**
While we can say that the percentage of lung infections has decreased over the 14 years, we cannot say why this has occurred. As a result of the improvements we observed in the health of the adolescents at time of movement, we suggest that one factor contributing to this decrease in infection is the increasing use of antibiotics during childhood to prevent infections caused by *Pseudomonas*.

**What’s next?**
We will continue to monitor the health of people with CF in an adult CF centre by looking at the amount and variety of bacteria in their sputum. We can also see the value in combining this information with antibiotic records, so we will have a better understanding of when treatments are working well.
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